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Four Temperaments

Choreography: GEORGE BALANCHINE®
Composers: PAUL HINDEMITH
Stager: FRANCIA RUSSELL
OBT Premiere: OCTOBER 21, 2006

Theme

Zuzu Metzler       Niko Yaroslaski
Makino Hayashi    Bailey Shaw
Eva Burton        Isaac Lee

First Variation - Melancholic

MICHAEL LINSMEIER
Coco Alvarez-Mena       Juliette Ochoa
Emma Alicz        Medea Cullumbine-Robertson
Claire Donovan     Rachel Nash

Second Variation - Sanguinic

HANNAH DAVIS        CHRISTOPHER KAISER
Priyana Acharya    Arianna Conti
Gia DiLisio        Ruby Mae Lefebvre

Third Variation - Phlegmatic

BRIAN SIMCOE
Abigail Concannon   Leigh Goldberger
Kangmi Kim         Bryn Perry

Fourth Variation - Choleric

JESSICA LIND

The performance of Four Temperaments, a Balanchine® Ballet, is presented by arrangement with The George Balanchine Trust® and has been produced in accordance with the Balanchine Style® and Balanchine Technique® service standards established and provided by the Trust.
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— 20 MINUTE INTERMISSION —

Three Preludes

Choreography: BEN STEVENSON
Composers: SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
Stager: DAWN SCANNEILL
OBT Premiere: OCTOBER 15, 2021

XUAN CHENG BRIAN SIMCOE

Pianist: MONICA OHUCHI

— 15 MINUTE INTERMISSION —

SculptedClouds

Choreography: JENNIFER ARCHIBALD
Composers: LISA GERRARD, BRENDAN PERRY, ROGER GOULA
Ballet Master: LISA KIPP
OBT Premiere: JUNE 5, 2021

PRIYANA ACHARYA, HANNAH DAVIS, ABIGAIL CONCANNON
ALEXANDRE GOMES BARBOSA, MAKINO HAYASHI, CHRISTOPHER KAISER
MATHIDLE LAMBERT, ISAAC LEE, MICHAEL LINSMEIER, CHARLOTTE NASH, JULIETTE OCHOA,
COLBY PARSONS, BAILEY SHAW, BRIAN SIMCOE